
 

 
                                                                              pain of fragmentation flowers 

 
once many the caliphate door to the seasonal grip for the mountain removes all the times to relate to the 
water by holding the dust and by origins starved to remember the stars in the split of the line by the 
light. its frozen cadavers preserve through the talks and encourage the husks to roll through attachable 
paths from the snow. as windows remain by the sides of the Host and the memory sits on the cradle of 
earth, the animals wander to murder the bells and reveal what the kindness for death sends to follow 
the harvest for undertow patterns and fissions that breathe with the gates made to number the sense 
and remove the opposable faces to speak from the pattering hut and the loon. as loons i remember the 
languages meant to repeal the attacks by their organ like dreams and the seasonal harness that i as a we 
make by them that show more than the eggs split for soap by the night. the scattering being and beaches 
for language that shatter as faces and ride by the lama as simple to rain in their magnets by signs, as 
frozen and real to the cattle with argument left to procedures removing the winter from noon, as empty 
roads hunt for the blind and become. but even as parts for the humanoid lessons that calculate early 
remorse and deliver the rot by their coast in the services cutting the flesh to remember the boat, even as 
forces retain their contemptible silence and move with the bark of the lamb, their tunnels remove every 
knot as my spanish endures in the dirt. but seasons and years of the morning reflect and remain by the 
distance in ready deletions that worlds in their empty refusals with cuts into bellies of central 



recounting with life then receive, one mind on the opposite sides of the faces makes woven returns to 
the fire as more witnesses look like the animal lost in the light, and as blackness returns me to be like a 
planet regrown by the tombs.  
 
     i move out the faces for networks against 
     to their families close in the ghost by the loss 
     with the end undersea as it tears into throats 
     removed by the path of the sun through tv 
     globes that are cut by the walls to be two 
     with satellites making the filth for the Sea 
     with mud under edges of gold in the jungle 
     through darkness that links it all up into one 
     with tenderness lost by the animal facets 
     pushed in with the night as the pieces fall open 
     we make hands like the quetzals in droves 
     on the other burnt side of the screen as it breaks  
     the road to remember the goat and the endless 
     intention of neural return put together by war 
 
what do i do as the immigrant calling the sun to be light like the plane i went under to force all the 
animals promising news to the truth and cutting the cages of death? if bonds are the light i receive and 
the cross i endure for the memory cutting the morning for seasons returned by the glass in the hut, if 
family is what i know at beginnings to launch out the wrong that makes most of us stop by the letter 
that speaks through the hay, and if feeling is mine to dissolve in the scene of the other to be here on 
earth, i will skin my own body in plural and give it to wrap every child in the mother of signs. but 
mothers erase their own links for the money as i cannot see what the gold ever gave to the sun through 
beginnings. so i shrink to be ant-like in fighting the mess in my mind made by vacancies stealing the 
corn. i know cages from being wrapped up in the Sea by the straps and the shit of a team crossing lines 
to belong to horizons i wander to glue all the orphans to light in their links for the night. what does the 
pain do to sympathy rolling to free the imposter from finishing runs for executive angles and weakness 
in every remote through the sand? my vacancy troubles the other refined in the promise to be with the 
rain and reject what the closeness deserves to be counted by masses and wrapped in the nakedness 
tearing the frame. every thought for the empty contributes to cages and wires all the offerings banishing 
light. i see it in others and wander in out of the personal harvest and flood every morning with gifts to 
the sword and the gun to the wakeful and true. but i am the fern and i know only nothing to see as the 
plural return to compassion and anger and force to recall all the kids with each map of the mind. one 
empty and three by the wake of the forest to make what the time does to others as i am the exit of death 
for the fire. can i be the group and can i be the pattern to cut into virtue with darkness and see? give me 



the captured and open the cages as i am the forest that sings with the bees. cut me right open and find 
all the bundles that fuse with the freedom to be with the hold of recessions and lanterns entombed in 
my sleep. i am the night in the past and i am the night of tomorrow to bring us release from the empty 
orations that move with the cruelty that burns through ejections and sees. what knowledge do i provide 
further that knows i belong to them too, with relatives marking the waves of the oceans with pus and 
the animals moving to freeze all the words of the earth through the moon? 
 


